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Books and Media
The AllTrails App
alltrails.com
Free for a basic version; $29.99/year for the pro version.
In her 2019 Wayfinding: The Science and Mystery
of How Humans Navigate the World (St. Martin’s Press),
M. R. O’Connor tracks the growth of the GPS market,
from 500 million in 2010, to 1.1 billion in 2014, to an
estimated 7 billion in 2022. “What happens,” she asks,
“when we outsource navigation to a gadget?”
Although professional and more seasoned backcountry travelers are likely using the apps and hybrid
approaches described by Scott Berkley starting on page
146, apps such as FatMap (free for limited access; $29.99/year for upgrade),
OnX Backcountry (free trial, then $29.99/year to start, increasing to $39.99),
and AllTrails have sprung up for those more inclined towards, in O’Connor’s
words, the “relentless goal of greater efficiency and convenience.”
AllTrails dominates the recreational market, and, to be clear, it is a market.
In January 2021, AllTrails announced that it had reached 25 million registered
users, including 1 million Pro upgrade subscribers ($29.99/year or $59.99/
three years). AllTrails covers 190 countries on the seven continents and has
published some 200,000 trail guides.
Calling AllTrails’ products “published trail guides” is worthy of exploration. As Appalachia readers surely know, trail guides such as the Appalachian
Mountain Club’s White Mountain Guide are built from arduous, time-tested,
and costly investments involving expert field scouting, paid authors, editors, and fact-checkers. Many guides, including AMC’s, also are published
in a not-for-profit context. Apps like AllTrails, by contrast, are profit-driven,
designed to commodify both use and user.
In addition to collecting data from government agencies and private companies, AllTrails reportedly open sources and crowdsources its data. This means
that locations and names, elevations, contour lines, slope shading, and other
information can be incorrect or outdated. (An AllTrails spokesperson could not
provide timely comment, saying the company was “heads-down” and planning.)
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In a June 2021 critique for SectionHiker.com, “Why Do GPS Navigation Apps Lie?,” Philip Werner discusses this and other gaps. AllTrails relies
on what he calls recreational-level GPS functions, rather than more accurate
GPS receivers used by mapmakers, which cost more money. This means that
distance calculations also can sometimes be incorrect.
Meanwhile, across apps and devices generally, the zoom function obfuscates critical surrounding detail, placing hikers at the center of a decontextualized universe. Each hiker’s blue dot stands as, in the words of Underland
author and naturalist Robert Macfarlane, “cartographically speaking . . . a
perfect example of solipsism.”* And solipsism, any seasoned trip leader will
tell you, is a risky proposition when it comes to decision-making in the backcountry. (And, some scientists say, a risky proposition everywhere else, too.
The neuroscientist Veronique Bohbot has opted out of satellite navigation
devices altogether, for instance, because research suggests that reliance on
GPS increases the risk of neurodegenerative disease.)
Finally, coverage is sketchy in many places, including the Whites, and,
as Parker Peltzer, visitor services supervisor at AMC’s Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, said when we talked, “Cell phone batteries go fast when there’s
limited service.”
The landscape is ever changing and maturing, however, and improvements
in all these areas are sure to come. For now, as technologies and our relationships to them evolve, AllTrails—and any app, however sophisticated—is still
most safely and responsibly used in tandem with waterproof maps, a magnetic
compass, an extra battery pack, and an additional source of illumination.
“It’s great to know where you are and how far you have to go,” AMC’s Peltzer said. “But I have seen apps recommend campsites that are not legal, challenging hikes for beginners when there are more appropriate trails in the same
vicinity, and doing trails going downhill that really should be done uphill.”
Although the future of how humans will make their way through the
wilderness in the digital age is uncharted and unfolding, the present appears
clear: What happens when we outsource navigation to a gadget is that more
people get out and get lost, meaning the people whose job it is to find us are
increasingly taxed.
Says Col. Kevin Jordan of New Hampshire Fish and Game, the agency
responsible for rescues in the Whites, “Trail apps are responsible for getting
* Robert Macfarlane, “The Landscapes Inside Us,” New York Review of Books, July 1, 2021.
nybooks.com/articles/2021/07/01/wayfinding-landscapes-inside-us/
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people into trouble with wrong information. We need to be telling people
publicly. If it were one or two people, it could be user error, but it’s lots of
people, so we want to get word out. I’m not telling people not to use it, but
you can’t beat a paper map.” Until apps improve, Col. Jordan still recommends using AMC’s White Mountain Guide ($24.99) when in the Whites. “It’s
very accurate.” [Editor’s note: The guide’s publisher also publishes this journal.]
In Macfarlane’s words, “We might best imagine wayfinding not as a skill
or art but as an ethic.” Popular apps such as AllTrails are efficient, fun, convenient, and profitable, but they only work as well, and as responsibly, as their
human companions.
—Catherine Buni

Trail Apps
Cal Topo
caltopo.com
Free for basic maps, $20/year for offline mobile version, $50/year for pro version,
$100/year for desktop version that includes GIS.
Avenza
avenzamaps.com
Individual maps available from many mapmakers ranging from no cost to $5 or
more; pro subscription, $129/year.
Gaia GPS
gaiagps.com
Free to view maps with cell reception, $39.99/year for premium to download maps.

Apps for Trail Adventure Planning
FatMap (free, with monthly subscriptions for more features through app stores).
AllTrails (free for basic version, $29.99/year for pro version).
OnX Backcountry (free for basic maps and weather, starting at $29.99/year,
then $39.99/year for a premium subscription).
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Maps as we know them are square, and their squareness is a large part
of their utility. They can be folded into neat rectangles and stuffed into accessible pockets for a hike or a ski tour, unfolded and spread out to contemplate
a wider trajectory, or compacted to view an area in tighter detail. Once home,
the same map can spread out on a wall or table decoratively as it waits for the
next trip. Their squareness, however, is also their undoing: If you are to select,
say, the Franconia–Pemigewasset map from among an AMC White Mountain
Guide map set—as many readers of this journal surely have at one point or
another—you run the risk of wandering, quite literally, off the map, into the
next territory not covered by your chosen rectangle. You descend north on
the Kedron Flume Trail into Crawford Notch and suddenly, whether you
knew it or not, your itinerary is unmapped.
For most of its career, digital mapping for backcountry adventurers has
aimed to bring the physical forms of all those square maps we know and love
together at last, making for a kind of total cartography accessible from any
smartphone—provided you have cell service, at least. This was the premise
of CalTopo, the first digital mapping software I encountered, in my not-sotech-savvy way, in the early 2010s. CalTopo, with its premise of superimposing Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grids onto digital scans of existing
U.S. Geological Survey quadrants, now seems rather quaint, but back then, it
was a revelation to outdoors people: Here was a way to plan routes from any
internet-equipped computer, no print map set required.
It wasn’t long before CalTopo’s functions were making their way onto smaller
screens by way of a mobile application called Avenza, which allowed the user to
pre-plot routes on a computer using CalTopo’s mapping feature, then download their route as a geospatial PDF to Avenza for use in concert with a GPS in
the field. Much in the way of Google Maps for driving, smartphone-equipped
hikers or skiers could locate themselves on Avenza, which would combine their
phone’s GPS accuracy with the map plot sourced from CalTopo.
Pulling geospatial PDFs from CalTopo to reference in the field with Avenza
is, in effect, just an updating of the “create a map online, print it for reference” system that still survives, especially among those of a certain generation
who aren’t averse to using their desktops for research and would rather not
pull their phones out for navigational purposes once on the trails. Even the
millennial or Generation Xer who doesn’t mind opening Avenza during, say,
a ski tour that requires a tricky cliff pass to exit a summit snowfield has done
the heavy lifting at home while making a tour plan with CalTopo on the computer. At home, that skier probably also consulted some combination of print
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guidebooks, the internet, a local avalanche forecast, and several buddies on a
group text about the next day’s plan. This heavy emphasis on preplanning that
the CalTopo–Avenza combination entails is precisely why it is so often used in
outdoor learning environments such as avalanche courses. As much as Avenza
helps the skier stay found once in the field, doing research to put together a
tour plan on CalTopo puts them in the mindset, once out there, of avoiding
terrain traps, staying out from under avalanche paths, and making go/no-go
decisions at critical moments.
The skier, hiker, climber, or runner undertakes, in sitting at the computer,
what gear reviewer Tam McTavish called “the ritual of plotting and planning
a route.”* But what we, as outdoors people but also as phone users, seem to
want more and more is not ritualized advanced planning, but on-the-spot
decision-making with curated information at our fingertips.
Apps such as FatMap, AllTrails, and OnX Backcountry have sprung up
to fill that space, offering not just a digital canvas on which to trace a route,
but a fully realized platform to decide on a hike or ski tour at a moment’s
notice. The sheer volume of data and content involved in these apps, some
crowdsourced and some professionally curated, astounds: Equipped with the
FatMap app, hikers can enter the woods and, cell phone service permitting,
decide their route mid-hike based on a three-dimensional visualization of the
terrain ahead, real-time weather data, and even by seeing which friends of
theirs have done the route recently. In the AllTrails app, which has achieved
an unusual ubiquity among new hikers during the backcountry influx of the
past two years, the focus swings from 3D visuals to user-generated content,
allowing users to make decisions based on route popularity, average time of
completion, and a Yelp-esque star-rating system. Using either app, one feels
less dependent on an ability to make route selections or conditions assessments germane to the terrain in question and more focused on sifting the
gold from the dross, much in the way of any modern social media system.
Both AllTrails and FatMap are emblematic of a new breed of what we
might call deep-content mapping apps, which shift the focus away from using
maps as tools for that central ritual of plotting and planning and toward an
on-the-spot depth of data. How we plot and plan will differ from user to
user. Although many folks prefer the simple, almost analog feel of the CalTopo interface, others prefer Gaia GPS, which merges different map-overlay
* Tam McTavish, “Gear Review: 3 Best GPS Map Apps,” outdoorproject.com/gear/gear-review
-3-best-gps-map-apps, February 21, 2021.
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features—for instance, toggling between the original USGS quad and an
updated digital rendering of the landscape—with a brighter, more modern
graphic and cleaner, less cluttered interface. While I’d recommend Gaia to
a new hiker for its intuitive use and ease of setting up GPS tracks, I would
instead suggest CalTopo for an old-school, AMC White Mountain Guide–
toting backpacker just now starting to take a smartphone into the backcountry. And, while Gaia moves seamlessly from desktop or laptop to use on a
smartphone at a trail junction at dusk, CalTopo’s smartphone interface isn’t
quite there, and linking a geospatial PDF to Avenza is the best option.
As adventurers choose software to plan new trips and re-travel known
paths, we need to think critically about how we are reestablishing our habits in a mapping world that has gone far beyond simply collating our entire
White Mountain Guide map set in digital form. Living with the new breed
of deep-content apps, we run the risk of under-preparation by shortcutting
the established ritual of planning a route in advance. More than that, we risk
circumscribing our understanding of traveling in the mountains, basing our
actions not on our own breadth of creativity but on the deep specifics of an
app’s recommended trail, ridge, or ski line. By putting our navigational powers in the hands of the app, we risk turning our maps back into squares whose
edges, literal or figurative, we will inevitably reach.
—Scott Berkley

Gunks Climbing
By Andy Salo, Christian Fracchia, and Eric Ratkowski
Wolverine, 2021, 465 pages.
ISBN 978-1-938393-38-9. Price: $50 (hardcover).
Imagine an effort to hybridize a giraffe
and a platypus. That, more or less, is the achievement of this fusion of the traditional textual guide
and rich historical archive, all within the format of
a coffee table book. It weighs over two pounds, like
a standard hardcover, and hence is unlikely to find
a place in any climber’s day pack. The $50 price is
double that of its predecessors.
So what do we get from this genre-busting extravaganza? Good value, in
my view. First, there’s an entirely fresh organization of climbs into 21 sectors
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in the Trapps, by far the busiest cliff in the Shawangunks, or Gunks. Each
cluster is titled after a well-known destination—such as Mac Wall, Drunkard’s Delight, High Exposure—and each supported with a full-page color
high-resolution topographical map of amazing clarity and detail in the features of the rock, the climbs, belays, and anchors. In addition, a score of vivid
full-page close-ups show contemporary climbers in action. Most pages feature
Post-it–sized photos of birds, insects, porcupines, mushrooms, flowers, and
so on—there, I presume, to remind the climber of the surround of nature.
The Near Trapps section is similarly divided into segments: the Near Nears,
Fat City, and the Workout Wall. As with the Trapps, for each single climb
there’s a reprint of the app’s start, accompanied by a sidebar of text, some of it
boilerplate and much of it rewritten to update the information. Occasionally
the authors go nuts on a heretofore obscure line. For example, an entire page
has a blow-by-blow description of Easy Rider, the rarely climbed nine-pitch
girdle traverse of the Nears, rated 5.9.
This book restores an old custom by including a written geology section
and boasts by far the finest and most comprehensive history of the Gunks
ever written. Finally, the book contains a magnificent array of archival material. Included are rare photo stills of such pioneers as Fritz Wiessner and Hans
Kraus on the rocks and later developers like Henry Barber, John Stannard,
John Bragg, Kevin Bein, Jack Mileski, Al Diamond, and others. What’s more,
ten double-page hagiographies cover such heroes of yore as Rich Romano,
Lynn Hill, Dick Williams, and Jeff Gruenberg. There’s hardly a grain of
Gunks history that is not given its due. The unmistakable message to young
climbers: These are the giants in whose footsteps you tread.
Such vast ambitions come at a price, however. After 455 pages, the authors
run out of space without finishing their comprehensive guide. Their Trapps
coverage stops with the kiss-off comment that the rest of the cliff (over 60
climbs in all) is generally of poor quality! Ditto the Nears, where they omit
some 120 routes found in Todd Swain’s Gunks Guide: Third Edition (Chockstone Press, 1995). Millbrook is dropped entirely. The obvious effect, should
this book be widely adopted, is compression and, inevitably, an increase in
climber density, competition for routes, climber noise-making, wear and tear
on trails, and so on. Moreover, this volume’s magnificent paean to this exceptional cliff and its climbers will surely lure new recruits to the sport. But then
all guidebooks have a crowding effect. Build the roads and people will drive
on them.
—John Thackray
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The 4,000-Footers of New Hampshire’s
White Mountains
By Mike Dickerman
Arcadia Publishing, 2021, 128 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4671-0667-2. Price: $23.99
(paperback).
If a picture is worth a thousand words,
then Mike Dickerman’s new book about his
favorite stomping grounds approaches the content of the Oxford unabridged dictionary.
This book, part of Arcadia Publishing’s
Images of America series, contains 221 photographs that celebrate the 48 peaks as well as the countless men and women
who have been climbing them for more than 200 years.
The vintage images are most captivating: a 1934 photo of two young boys
taking a break at the former Garfield Pond Shelter; a picture of two men
standing on a rickety observation tower on Carter Dome in 1905; a group of
fashionably dressed members of the Appalachian Mountain Club outside the
Perch; a birchbark shelter on Mount Adams, on July 4, 1893; a young man
named Clyde Smith, loaded down with a 130-pound pack, hauling supplies
to Madison Spring Hut in 1928.
Other photo captions offer interesting tidbits:
• Guests who stayed at the second Summit House atop Mount Washington, built in 1872–1873, included Presidents Ulysses S. Grant and
Rutherford B. Hayes, author Harriet Beecher Stowe, circus showman
P. T. Barnum, and former Union Army General George McClellan.
• Intensive logging in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
caused such a public outcry that a grassroots campaign helped preserve
New Hampshire’s remaining forestland.
• A 1959 landslide in Franconia Notch buried a section of the highway in
27 feet of debris.
Few are better qualified to chronicle the Granite State’s signature range than
Dickerman, who has written or edited more than a dozen books about the
region, climbed all the summits in summer and winter, and formerly served
on the Appalachian Mountain Club Four Thousand Footer Committee.
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Reading his words and viewing the photos—collected from a variety of
sources, including AMC, Randolph Mountain Club, Mount Washington
Observatory, and Upper Pemigewasset Historical Society—brought back
memories of my own climbs, with my son, Tom, of all the 4,000-footers in
New England.
We are in good company. As Dickerman notes, nearly 16,000 hikers have
climbed New Hampshire’s 4,000-footers. He adds that in recent years, the
number of annual finishers has climbed to nearly 1,000 a year.
“The 4,000-footers, and many other lesser peaks, have played a major role
in the development of the White Mountain region from a daunting wilderness to a recreational mecca,” Dickerman writes.
You needn’t hike to appreciate the pictures and Dickerman’s authoritative,
informative text. All who cherish the White Mountains should take comfort
in the fact that people continue to be drawn to these treasured peaks, and will
do so, one hopes, in the centuries to come.
—Steve Fagin
Book Review Editor

AMC’s Complete Guide to Trail Building
and Maintenance, Fifth Edition
Edited by Ryan Harvey
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2021,
250 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-628421-040. Price: $21.95
(paperback).
Also available as an e-book.
Hiking trails don’t simply spring from the
ground. They’re the result of planning, hard
work, knowledge, and elbow grease. Fortunately,
with proper instruction, anyone can learn to
build and maintain safe, durable, and environmentally sound hiking trails
that provide paths into nature for everyone.
Completely revised by Ryan Harvey, a professional forester and occasional
contributor to Appalachia, with the collaboration of the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Trails Department staff, the fifth edition of this authoritative guide
is rooted in AMC’s 140 years of experience building and maintaining 1,800
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miles of trails from Maine to Washington, D.C., including the most miles of
the Appalachian Trail of any organization.
Updated to reflect the latest thinking on trail resiliency in an age of climate
change and the best practices in equitable, inclusive, accessible trail design
and crew management, this new edition also provides expanded advice on
planning, funding, design, construction, safety, and maintenance. Volunteer
and professional trail crews, land trusts, outing clubs, and public agencies will
find this trusted guide the essential reference for creating and maintaining
recreational hiking and cross-country ski trails.
—Tim Mudie

Great Day Hikes on North Carolina’s
Mountains-to-Sea Trail
By the Friends of the Mountains-to-Sea Trail,
edited by Jim Grode
University of North Carolina Press, 2020, 248 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4696-5485-0. Price: $24 (paperback).
Also available as an e-book.
This guide to 40 day hikes is helping me
get to know the long-distance trail that crosses
the length of North Carolina from the Smoky
Mountains to the Outer Banks. I would love to
thru-hike the 1,175 miles of the Mountains-toSea Trail, but with time restrictions and life’s responsibilities, I’m unable to
attempt such an endeavor. I’ve used this guide to cover a decent number of
miles for fun and to help me train for my thru-hike of the Long Trail.
The first two hikes I tried were both near Asheville, where I live. Hike 6 is
a 4.4-mile (one way) walk from Craven Gap to Tanbark Ridge Tunnel. Hike
7 is known as “the Craggies.” It goes from Glassmine Falls Overlook to Graybeard Overlook, a 2.3-mile ridge walk with beautiful views. I am planning a
solo hike in the Great Smokies section, which goes from Clingmans Dome
to Fork Ridge Trail, because dogs aren’t allowed on that part of the trial. And
I will do hike 4—Graveyard Ridge and Skinny Dip Falls—just before my
thru-hike, because that route is labeled “strenuous.” I’m looking forward to it.
I’m impressed with how this book answers most, if not all, of the questions I may have within the first page of each chapter: how to get there, the
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total miles, elevation, degree of difficulty, trail type (the surface you will be
hiking on), and much more. And guess what? This guide will inform me
which sections allow leashed dogs.
The detailed driving directions to the trailheads make them easy to find.
The book also solves a problem some people have voiced to me: When hiking
a trail for the first time, they get to the area but cannot find the trailhead. This
guide will take you from the parking area to the start of your hike.
I’m a very visual person. You can tell me exactly where to go, with exact
details, but my brain will mess it up somehow. This guide includes a separate
map for each hike offered, so I’ll know where it begins, loops around, and ends.
One of my favorite aspects of this guide is the overview section for each
hike. It often includes the history of the area this section goes through.
When I hike, I often use GPS trail apps for backups, but I find that I don’t
need them at all when I’m using this easy and detailed book. This is a musthave guidebook if you wish to hike the best of the Mountains-to-Sea Trail.
—Derick Lugo

The Most Radical Thing You Can Do:
The Best Political Essays from Orion Magazine
Edited by Christopher Cox
Orion Magazine, 2020, 269 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-913098-01-9. Price: $15.
Nearly fifteen years ago, while working in Conway, New Hampshire, I
had the good fortune to teach an environmental philosophy course to a small
group of precocious high school seniors. Last Christmas, one of these former
students unexpectedly gave me a copy of this book, a collection of eighteen
essays published in Orion magazine from 2002 to 2018. Like many of the
important books of my life, it mysteriously found its way to me at just the
right moment. I was in a pandemic-induced funk, brooding too much on the
ruinous state of both our domestic politics and the global environment. Reading the inspiring essays in this volume, however, was like a shot to my spirit,
an inoculation from the despair that threatened to overcome me.
Although the mainstays of this volume are surely the contributions of
notable environmentalists such as Wendell Berry, Terry Tempest Williams,
Bill McKibben, and Barbara Kingsolver, it also features the lively voices of
more obscure and emerging writers. The essays are diverse in both style and
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subject matter, but one motif that dominates the collection is the need for citizens to engage in energetic, principled, direct action to protect the environment. The most extreme of these prescriptions is laid out in Paul Kingsnorth’s
essay “Life versus the Machine,” in which he calls for citizens to pick up their
monkey wrenches to resist the onslaught of industrial civilization. The other
essays, however, fall into a less controversial tradition of American dissent.
For instance, Sandra Steingraber’s humorous account of a night she spent in
jail after being arrested for protesting hydraulic fracking near her home is of a
piece with the kind of nonviolent civil disobedience made famous by Henry
David Thoreau and Martin Luther King Jr. Although B. K. Loren’s essay
“Got Tape?” was first published in 2003, it seemed to me the most timely and
relevant piece in the collection. Readers who are concerned with the toxic
divisions of contemporary American political culture can take heart from
her experience bringing together ordinary citizens from across the political
spectrum to stop the construction of a big-box store on a beloved plot of
open space in Colorado. Perhaps working together to protect the land we
share offers us an opportunity to build the trust necessary to bridge our other
chasm-like divides.
It was striking to see how many of these essays were shaped by profound
criticisms of American foreign policy. Scott Russell Sanders’s moving recollection of his Cold War youth and his opposition to the war in Vietnam reminds
readers of the connection between the violence we inflict on each other and
that which we inflict on the earth. But the specters of our more recent wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan haunt the pages of this book. The collection begins with
Barbara Kingsolver’s essay “Small Wonder,” a meditative plea for Americans
to reconsider their retaliatory rage post–September 11. She uses an apocryphal
story of a bear in Afghanistan that sheltered a lost child to suggest that perhaps our enemies are not what they appear to be and that there may yet be a
chance to break free from seemingly inevitable cycles of violence.
Since the founding of the American republic, wary voices have suggested
that should we succumb to imperial ambitions abroad, our own democratic
political culture will be imperiled. Tapping into this venerable tradition,
Terry Tempest Williams’s “Engagement” reflects on both the Iraq War and
the threat the fossil fuel industry poses to her beloved red rock country in
Utah. She concludes that rural America is under attack from a creeping
form of “domestic imperialism” that emanates from Washington, D.C.,
at the direction of powerful corporate interests. Several other essays in the
volume grapple with the notion that rural America, and particularly Native
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American reservations, function as internal colonies. Winona LaDuke’s essay,
for instance, recounts the struggle of the Ojibwe of the Great Lakes region
to safeguard their wild rice from genetic modification at the hands of big
agriculture. And the penultimate contribution to the collection salutes the
courage of the long-suffering people of the Standing Rock Reservation to
protect their water resources from the Dakota Access Pipeline.
Since its inception in the early 1980s, Orion has insisted that the environmental crisis is entangled with our larger political crisis. The essays in The
Most Radical Thing You Can Do honor this tradition and urgently remind
readers that restoring the health of our land and water will necessarily entail
nursing our democracy back to health. Taken together, they suggest that the
road back from our collective illness will not be easy because Americans have
been politically sedentary for too long and the habits of citizenship have atrophied. The cure that they offer us demands nothing less than broad-based
political participation and engaging earnestly with some of those with whom
you disagree.
—David M. Chamberlain

The Waterville Valley Guidebook
By Steven D. Smith with Preston Conklin
and Daniel Newton
Town of Waterville, 2020, 336 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-578-71388-5. Price: $25 (paperback).
It would take some effort to find trails,
river crossings, ponds, waterfalls, and scrambles
in the White Mountains that Steven D. Smith
has not written about. It would take even more
effort to find those he has not climbed over or
on. By now he has authored or co-authored
numerous New Hampshire hiking books (my
personal favorite is Wandering through the White Mountains: A Hiker’s Perspective [Bondcliff Books, 2004]), and here is his latest enthused offering.
Those who spend their time chasing high footage on the Presidential
Range peaks may not be as familiar with Waterville Valley to the south. Yet
the country’s first hiking trail network began here, predating the Civil War.
In the 1850s, entrepreneurial innkeeper Nathaniel Greeley realized he could
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entice his guests with the lure of a stroll (for those not inclined to stroll, he
had a different lure: a bowling alley on the property). Almost 170 years later,
125 miles of trails crisscross the valley.
Smith describes trails, certainly, with helpful boldface assessments of how
difficult each section of each route will be. But this guidebook also guides
in more expansive ways. One chapter offers “History Hikes.” Others offer
geology, birding, and flora, but also other advice on water bottles in winter
(wrap one in a wool sock and pack it upside down to prevent freezing).
Every chapter offers some kind of affection (the “familiar and abundant red
squirrel (is a) mischievous sort . . . with a long, contemptuous chatter”)
and appreciation (“Black Mountain Pond sparkles on a plateau 1,000 feet
below”). Affection and appreciation really should be added to the list of ten
hiking essentials.
A bit too heavy to stick in the pocket of a backpack, this book is for consulting before a trip and for review afterward. I was especially taken with the
author’s photo, snapped by his hiking partner and wife: Standing in front
of Osceola Brook, his expression is so open, so bright, and so inviting that I
wanted to fall in behind him immediately. A reader will never know all that
he knows. But here is a way to start.
—Elissa Ely

On the Run: Finding the Trail Home
By Catherine Doucette
Oregon State University Press, 2021, 132 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-87071-300-2. Price: $22.95 (paperback).
“Tell me,” Mary Oliver asks in one of the most well-loved poetic
questions, “what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?” In
this book, Doucette seems to respond. Her answer is in constant motion—on
skis and skates, in kayaks, along running trails—as she chases a life plan from
one corner of the world to another. We tend to be more interested in our own
lives than those of anyone else, of course, but because of the good writing
here, we follow along on what Doucette calls her “soul pursuit.”
Her pursuit started in New Hampshire’s White Mountains, where she
grew up in her older brother’s hand-me-downs. “Peter’s life hung loosely from
my shoulders and hips.” As a child, living four miles from the nearest town,
she felt “something silent and selfish in winters,” when she could “hear the
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lake making new ice, heaving the surface upwards,” and her “sense of belonging to this place . . . built like the slips of ice that harden into a thick sheet.”
It seemed a happy beginning.
Yet she left it again and again: for backcountry skiing in Alaska, Patagonia,
and British Columbia; for teaching in Switzerland; for kayaking and cowboy
wrangling in Oregon; and for writing. All this travel turned her outside view
inward to reflection.
She writes harrowingly about a near-drowning in a wild Oregon river,
when she rode “the earthy tang of water.” In the mountains of Patagonia, she
observes the imminent death of a starving mare, and in Switzerland, folds origami cranes with grief-stricken students to commemorate a different death.
Men come and go; it seems that none stay (at least, not by publishing date).
Plot needn’t be the only purpose of an essay, and some of these essays
have none in the formal sense, but that’s fine. Nature is a both a noun and
a verb, and Doucette is alert to the metaphors others use to answer Mary
Oliver’s question. “Potatoes are like people,” says a dignified farmer she visits
on Presque Isle, Maine, who has spent decades harvesting them on a family farm. He has figured his precious life out, in a world where “tractors in
storage lounge like tired animals,” and although Doucette would not choose
this world for herself (she is ever on the move), she understands it enough to
write. Mary Oliver would have liked them both.
—Elissa Ely

The Last Traverse: Tragedy and
Resilience in the Winter Whites
By Ty Gagne
TMC Books LLC, 2020. 285 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-7349308-3-2 (paperback).
I purchased this book with trepidation at
Steve Smith’s Mountain Wanderer bookshop in
Lincoln, New Hampshire. That’s because I knew
this one would be as compelling as Gagne’s prior
book, Where You’ll Find Me: Risk, Decisions, and
the Last Climb of Kate Matrosova (TMC Books,
2017). I was sure that his masterful storytelling and meticulous research would put me in the shoes of the two victims,
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suffering in the wind and cold on the Franconia Ridge. I would feel, “There
but for the grace of God go I,” with resulting loss of sleep.
Fred Frederickson and James Osborne were New Hampshire residents
and White Mountain regulars (although this was Osborne’s first winter hike).
Both were drivers for Concord Coach, and I even wondered if I had been
their passenger on airport trips.
Gagne tracks down every detail and includes relevant research and expert
opinions. He clearly has a gift of empathy, as shown in his interviews with the
multiple rescue agencies involved, Osborne, and Frederickson’s family members. Gagne’s caring and respect for his subjects comes through on every page.
As he did in his previous book, Gagne includes the step-by-step details of
how the hikers got into trouble and how the complicated search-and-rescue
effort began when the pair failed to appear the next day at work. Gagne
details rescuers’ heroic efforts and high levels of preparation and self-care.
Osborne’s core temperature when he arrived at Littleton Hospital was 76.28
Fahrenheit, making him one of the coldest people to have ever survived. I
appreciated the details of the medical intervention, and the tribute to the late
Dr. Harry McDade, who pioneered cold injury treatments.
Gagne lays out the facts and mostly lets readers draw their own conclusions, but I think the book would have been stronger with a short analysis at
the end, similar to what we include in this journal’s Accidents section.
The pair planned to ascend the Falling Waters Trail to Little Haystack,
cross the open ridge over Lincoln and Lafayette, and descend the Old Bridle
Path. Despite the severe afternoon weather forecast, I wouldn’t fault the pair
for starting out. The challenge is to know when to turn around.
Using Mount Washington Observatory data, Gagne meticulously detailed
the 70-mph winds, whiteout conditions, and dropping temperatures that
struck the pair on the exposed ridge. Frederickson suggested retreating the half
mile or so back to Little Haystack and the safety of treeline. Unfortunately,
as it turned out, Frederickson deferred to the less experienced Osborne’s plea
to get out of the wind quickly and bivouac in a rock crevice. Sadly, the high
winds and cold continued into the next day, and the pair were unable to safely
retreat in their severely hypothermic state.
This is a gripping story that will lead to personal reflection on how its lessons can prevent future tragedies. Don’t miss this book, even (especially?) if
costs you some sleep.
—Douglass Teschner
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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